AICTE/P&AP/Model Curriculum/2018

To

Directors/Principals
All AICTE Approved Institutions

Subject: Inviting suggestions/comments on Under Graduate (UG) course curriculum.

AICTE revised the model curriculum of UG courses with the help of academicians from IIT’s and industry experts and the same was made available to the stakeholders. We are happy to inform you that the revised curriculum got wide appreciation from academia and industry. Most of the technical universities in the country have already implemented the same.

AICTE is now in the process of developing Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) on the latest topic in the model curriculum so that faculty members of institutions may not find any difficulty in teaching these topics in the classes.

In view of the above, you are requested to ask your faculty members to give their suggestions and comments on model curriculum in their disciplines latest by 10.11.2018 on the email id curriculumsuggestions@aicte-india.org.

They may also be asked to compulsorily mention the discipline in the subject part of the mail while sending the suggestions/comments.

Regards

Prof Rajive Kumar
Adviser I
Policy & Academic Planning Bureau